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If you have any ideas, please contact the Bulletin
editor.

The second item, shown below,
~~~~~~~ is a perfin design, on a recent U.S.

.'~ 9 . ~ E Olympic issue. The envelope,
used by an individual (name and
addre ss deleted), is a United Tele
phone return envelope.

I have reproduced the pattern roughly on the enve
lope.
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commemorative showing perfin
pattern "M CC'. This pattern is
listed as perfin pattern M49.5, user
unknown, from Baltimore, Mary
land. Can this perforator still be
in use?
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Here are two modern
day "perfins''. They also
are a mystery to me and I
would appreciate an ex
planation, if there is one
out there. First, shown to
the left is a copy of the
William Soroyan

ZAPON - R41

Jim Estes (#2649)

Chuck Spaulding (#2355)

A photocopy of this cover has been forwarded to
U.S. Catalog Ed itor, John Randall. I would expect
that New York , NY will be added as a branch office
in the appendix.

A Modem Mystery

I found this copy of perfin patt ern R41 on a cover
with the corner card, ZAPON, 547 Greenwich
Street, New York City. The Catalog of United
States Pofins lists the primary address as New
Haven, cr and the appendix carries a additional
listing of Stanford, cr. On this copy the letter ~C"

appears to be shifted slightly to the left; however, I
am not certain.
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